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century) by the end of the
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IPCC.
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“IT NEVER HAPPENED LIKE THIS BEFORE”



Animación Aerosoles Sobre Península Ibérica 10 Octubre – 20 Octubre 2017     ©NASA
(azul = sal marina, marrón = polvo, blanco =  humo)





COMPLEX PROBLEMS IN COMPLEX TERRITORIES







Corbelle e Crecente (2014)

43,2% of Galician land changed its use between 1985 and 2005
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ABANDON THE BLACK (and the GREEN)

“Green burning”





• RESPONSABILITY (take right decisions on a daily basis)

•DIGNITY  (don’t treat affected as culprits)

•ALTERNATIVES (Diverse and profitable)

•EMPATHY (prevent erosion –of people-)



WILDFIRES HAVE MEMORY



2017



WILDFIRE IS AN EMERGENCY 

THAT TRIGGERS OTHER EMERGENCIES

“CHAIN REACTION”

ARE WE READY FOR SIMULTANEOUS BIG FIRES?

“CHAIN REACTION” OF “CHAIN REACTIONS”













WILDFIRES IN DENSE POPULATED AREAS 

IN THE AGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA















PEOPLE HEALING. SOCIAL MOBILISATION





HOW LASTING ARE THE IMPACTS?



Conclusions:

Our study indicates that wildfires have a 

significant effect on population health. 

Accordingly, there is a strong likelihood that many
of the people exposed to the Galician forest fires
developed acute or post-traumatic stress disorder
and that they were initially treated with
benzodiazepines

In our study, DOAD consum ption increased signifi-
cantly among pensioners (men and women) (Table
4). This result is coherent with the fact that a
recent stress- ful event, and emotional stress in
general, constitutes a risk factor for poor asthma
control [41]. It is also line with the conclusions
reached in the most significant study published to
date regarding the impact of a large- scale forest
fire on cardio-respiratory morbidity, namely, that
the strongest association between exposure to
parti- cles smaller than 2.5 micra and hospital
admissions due to asthma is to be found in the
population aged 65-99 years (an increase of 10.1%




